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Solution Modules:

“

”
Mark,
United Lincolnshire 
Hospital Trust, NHS 

Life Sciences

The future of COSHH and Operational Safety The future of COSHH and Operational Safety 
Management. Our confidence in EcoOnline Management. Our confidence in EcoOnline 
grew very quickly, we were supported and grew very quickly, we were supported and 
guided throughout the installation process. guided throughout the installation process. 
The rewards of using both friendly and fit for The rewards of using both friendly and fit for 
purpose systems are great; our end users are purpose systems are great; our end users are 
very happy.very happy.
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Solution Modules:

I chose EcoOnline due to their understanding of the 
problems UKBC faced when it came to incident 
reporting. 
The clean and user friendly functionality stood out and 
the process from initial enquiry through to sale was 
really well managed.

“

”

Jamie Altimimi,
Head of Health
and Safety
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Audit Management 

EcoOnline EHS

Document Management

Life Sciences



Solution Modules:

EcoOnline has been a really efficient system to set up. 
Everybody I have spoken to at EcoOnline has been 
really friendly and swift with their responses to any 
questions or issues that we may have had. The training 
was easy to set up and it was very well received by all 
staff at Valeport  - the software itself only got positive 
feedback about it ease of use and simplicity (but 
effectiveness). I look forward to getting in to the full 
swing of using our EcoOnline system as it will 
become a very good tool for the company to have.

“

”
Amelia Wakeham,
Compliance Coordinator
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Solution Modules:

QR codes are displayed in safe areas which allows anyone to 
report a near miss or hazard identification through the Swift 
system, directly onto EcoOnline EHS thorough their smart 
phones.

Feedback from employees is that the solution is simple and 
allows for easy reporting and since implementing Swift, near 
miss and hazard identification reporting has increased by over 
50% (vs. same period in 2019) and is being rolled out across 
other areas of the GKN Wheels & Structures business.

“

”
Andy Jones,
HSE Coordinator

Construction & Engineering
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Solution Modules:

After seeing a live demo of EcoOnline EHS, we realised it was 
a great fit for our global organisation. The intuitive nature 
and the multi-lingual functionality of the database were key 
components to partnering with EcoOnline. The real-time  
custom dashboard, charts, and mobile app capabilities are  
truly remarkable. The new advancements and technological 
features that are coming soon will further enhance our  
reporting capabilities. We are excited about this new  
partnership and the prospects of future advancements.

“

”
Joel Johnson,
Global Safety Specialist
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Solution Modules:

“

”

Dermot Connolly, 
Technical Staff Engineer 
Microchip Ireland. 

Life Sciences

Easy to use software that relieves the SDS Easy to use software that relieves the SDS 
management burden from the user. This has management burden from the user. This has 
simplified SDS management including revision simplified SDS management including revision 
history. SDS are now easy to access at dedicated history. SDS are now easy to access at dedicated 
stations for all employees. We are using tablets stations for all employees. We are using tablets 
which are available to our ERT team at any time.which are available to our ERT team at any time.
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The information is presented in such a way that 
areas of concern can easily be identified. This has 
enabled us to close areas of concern proactively 
rather than waiting for an event to occur.
 

 

“

”

Michael Armitage,
EHS Manager
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EcoOnline EHS

Solution Modules:

I am happy that the use of EcoOnline EHS will increase 
our ability to manage the safety performance of the 
business through use of the accident/incident reporting, 
communication, recording, evaluation and analysis 
capabilities of this system.

“

”

Chris Hext,
Safety Compliance 
& Assurance Director

 Incident Management 

Construction & Engineering



Solution Modules:

We chose EcoOnline EHS because of its unrivalled ease 
of use and configurability. It is also something that we 
can make available for many employees in different 
parts of the organisation, thus growing the awareness 
of EHS topics within our company. Because of its scal-
ability, we expect  EcoOnline EHS  to serve us well also 
with our growth targets in mind.

“

”
Rolf Guth,
HSE & Operational
Risk Manager

EcoOnline EHS  Incident Management 

Construction & Engineering



Rolling out EcoOnline EHS will be hugely beneficial 
for the business, making information trending easier, 
supporting future initiative decision making along with 
bringing greater efficiency to audit and action tracking. 
This is an exciting step forward and we are looking for-
ward to seeing the benefits.

“

”

 Incident Management Audit Management EcoOnline EHS

Solution Modules:

Lawrence Ling,
Group SHEQ
Director

Construction & Engineering



Solution Modules:

Implementing EcoOnline EHS will help us support our 
delivery of incident and audit management, aided by 
its user-friendly interface. As a continually expanding 
organisation, we believe this system complements our 
business processes and we are confident it will benefit 
us as we progress.

“

”
Nick Lowe
Head of Transformation
& Engagement

 Incident Management Audit Management EcoOnline EHS
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Solution Modules:

We chose EcoOnline because of their experience of providing 
excellent EHS software solutions, coupled with the fact that 
EcoOnline EHS scored highly in terms of ease of use, which 
is a key in ensuring a high take-up rate among our staff. 
EcoOnline EHS’ ability to work in a number of languages 
(as we operate 45 terminals in 5 countries) and the ease of 
updates via the cloud was extremely appealing.

“

”

Chris Platt,
Head of Terminals

 Incident Management Audit Management EcoOnline EHS
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It has been truly uplifting to deal with an organisation 
that has the customer at the centre of how they run 
their business.

“

”

Alistair Leadbetter ,
Health & Safety 
Manager 

Solution Modules:
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We are delighted to be working with EcoOnline to 
deliver a system for our business that provides us 
with an unprecedented level of performance in-
sight. This will help us make the right decisions 
and effectively focus our efforts on delivering Zero 
Incidents and Zero Accidents.

“

”

Solution Modules:

Wayne Metcalfe,
Health & Safety
Director

 Incident Management 
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EcoOnline EHS
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Incident ManagementAudit Management EcoOnline EHS

Solution Modules:

EcoOnline EHS is a future proof solution to enable 
easy reporting of SHE-Q related events, combined 
with practical feasibilities for analysis, trends and 
dashboards. This supports Mammoet’s pro-active 
driving of SHE-Q results.

“

”

Maarten de Klerk,
Global SHE-Q Director

Logistics & Transport



Incident ManagementEcoOnline EHS

Solution Modules:

We are looking forward to working with EcoOnline 
EHS, it provides a great system which will support 
in delivering our risk management programme 
globally; from the end user reporting tools that will 
drive engagement through to the flexibility of the 
management information dashboards which will 
encourage business ownership of risk.

“

”
Ruth Denyer,
Operational Risk
Director

Observations

Business Services



Our key area of focus during the tender process was 
ensuring that we selected a system that gave us  
visibility of key risk areas and our performance in  
addressing these risks as well as identify emerging 
EHS trends to be able to act proactively rather than  
reactively. We are confident that EcoOnline EHS will 
give our divisions the EHS visibility they require.

“

”

 Incident Management 

 Advanced BIAudit Management 
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Alex Jessup,
Financial Director
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We are delighted to be working with EcoOnline, as we 
look to continually develop our Health and  
Safety Management. EcoOnline EHS gives us greater 
vision of risk areas across our business both nationally 
and internationally and will enable us to pro-actively 
manage our higher risk areas. 

The system is ideal because its simple interface and 
personalised dashboards encourage engagement and 
ownership, while offering great flexibility.

“

”

 Incident Management 

 Advanced BIAudit Management 

EcoOnline EHS

Solution Modules:

Paul Johnson,
Head of Group 
Health & Safety

Manufacturing & Retail



EcoOnline EHS is easy to navigate and is intuitive for 
our users when entering and managing events.  
It has enabled us to analyse critical management 
information to improve our Health, Safety and 
Sustainability performance.

“

”
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Jo Dunford,
QA & Systems
Business Partner

Construction



 www.ecoonline.com

EMAIL

sales.en@ecoonline.com

CALL

Ire: +353 61 405 455
UK: +44 20 8133 4551

Interested in finding out more about EcoOnline?


